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Corrections


In Fig. 1, the dot plot shown at day 5 was incorrectly shown as a duplication of the dot plot shown at day 6. The corrected Fig. 1 is reprinted below. The figure legend was correct as published and is shown below for reference.

![Corrected Figure 1](https://www.jimmunol.org/cgi/doi/10.4049/jimmunol.1390063)

**FIGURE 1.** Kinetics of TT-specific PCs and memory B cells in peripheral blood. *A*, Dot plots of cytometric analysis of PE-labeled TT-specific CD19<sup>+</sup>, CD27<sup>+</sup>, CD3<sup>-</sup>, CD14<sup>-</sup> PCs and CD19<sup>+</sup>, CD27<sup>+</sup>, CD3<sup>-</sup>, CD14<sup>-</sup> memory B cells of donor #2. *B*, Time course of appearance of PCs and memory B cells for each donor. Blue diamonds and orange squares indicate time points of blood analyses.